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Managing for People Who Hate Managing: Be a Succes 
By Being Yourself by Devora Zack 

By a show of hands, how many of you managers were really 
prepared for your new position on day one? How many of you 
were prepared for having to deal with such things as emotions, 
conflicts, and personalities—all while achieving the agency’s 
goals and meeting ever changing deadlines. Not exactly what you 
had in mind is it? 
 

I did not sign up for this 
Not in my plan, not on my list 

Never wanted to be in charge of you 
                         And now my work is never through… 
 
Fear not Devora Zack has the tools to help you succeed and 

thrive as a manager. Zack introduces two primary management styles—thinkers and feelers—
and guides you in developing a management style that fits who you really are. 
 
She takes you through a host of potentially difficult situations, showing how this new way of 
understanding yourself and others makes managing less of a stumble in the dark and more of a 
walk in the park. Her enlightening examples, helpful exercises, and lifesaving tips make this 
book the new go-to guide for all those managers looking to love their jobs again. 
 
Let’s let some reviews for Managing for People Who Hate Managing do the talking: 
 
“This is probably the most fun you will ever have reading a business book. Devora Zack 
demonstrates how a couple of simple shifts in thinking and technique can completely transform 
how you manage and, in turn, how you feel about managing. If you think of leadership as a daily 
grind, you really need to read this delightful book.” 
—Ken Blanchard, coauthor of The One Minute Manager® and Great Leaders Grow 
 
“In her one-of-a-kind style Devora Zack offers up a wonderfully original look at what it takes to 
manage others when it’s not necessarily one's lifelong ambition. Her irreverent humor and 
splashes of witty commentary ensure you actually remember the very serious, insightful advice 
you’ve read.“ 
—Jim Kouzes, coauthor of The Leadership Challenge 
 
“Zack’s insight and her engaging writing style make this book easy to read and fun to apply in 
your business and personal life.” 
—Hector Vargas, Managing Director, Training Solution, Mexico and Central America 
 
“Like the author, this book has bounce and sass, plus great ideas and examples. If you want to 
retain your talented employees, read this book—cover to cover!” 



—Beverly Kaye, coauthor of Love ’Em or Lose ’Em and Help Them Grow or Watch Them 
Go 
 Now that you can’t wait to read the book for yourself, stop by the Mobile District 
Technical Library, Room 1013, to check out “Managing for People Who Hate Managing” 
(HD38.2 .Z335 2012).  
 
 
 
 

 
How to Become a Great Boss: The Rules for Getting 
and Keeping the Best Employees by Jeffrey J. Fox 
 
From the Inside Cover: 
 
“Did you ever have a great boss? Everyone should have one, but 
not enough people do. If you’re a boss, or hope to become one, 
or have a less-than-great boss, then this is the book that could 
change your career----and your life. 
 
If you want surprising and useful advice on how to handle the 
tough stuff the stories, observations, and advice contained in this 
gem of a book will set your feet in the right direction. And if you 
just want advice on living up to the legend who preceded you in 

the job, or even ways to emulate someone who was a great boss to you, Jeffrey Fox has 
gathered anecdotes from some of the mightiest and most respected bosses in America.” 
 
The tips and advice in “Great Boss” are ideal, quick and easy to read and absorb, especially for 
the manager/supervisor/boss who finds him or herself in a rut. Many of the tips are priceless. 
Here’s a sampling of the Table of Contents: 
 

• You Don’t Have to Play Hardball 
• The New Broom Need Not Sweep Clean 
• Hire Slow, Fire Fast 
• Don’t Hire a Dog and Bark Yourself 
• Let Them Eat Cake 
• Don’t Shoot From the Lip 
• Your People Are Your Helium 
• “Quit” Is for Scrabble 

 
 
This title is in two formats for your reading or listening pleasure. To learn more about 
“How to Become a Great Boss” (HF5549.12 .F69 2002) or CD 76 stop by the Mobile 
District Technical Library, Room 1013.  


